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We all know vintage Checkers are
hard to find, in this Newsletter I’ll
Welcome to the twelve edition of the
present the story of my rare 1950
Internet Checker Taxicab Archive newsletter,
Checker A4.

Editor’s Introduction
”FARES”.

Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker, please feel free to submit all
content to the email address on the right
side of this page.
Well, how do you like our new name? I am
sure we’ll all get used to it.

The taxicab business is a rough
business, also in this issue we’ll
present a photo essay of Checker
calamities. Also in this newsletter
we’ll share the story of Checker’s
involvement in World War II. As
always we’ll share photos of
members Checkers and showcase
current available Checkers for sale.

Don’t forget that we have several
So what’s new in this issue? Chris Monier’s
upcoming events. Please consider
and John Logan share two stories stories
about the bullet proof Life Guard Partition. joining us at Macungie and
Also in this issue we’ll share another article Rockford.
regarding the Checker outsourcing business. Please enjoy issue: volume 3 issue 3.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 Checkers
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Life-guard Partition, Bullet-proof?
Recently Checker Cab Club member Chris Monier
of France posted on the club Facebook page “A
few years ago , while restoring my partition on a
1981 Checker Cab , I took the partition out of the
cab for painting and thought about trying to shoot
at it with my 30 X 30 Winchester…and sadly to
report …the bullet went through like butter!! Ok for
avoiding a knife threatening attack but not bullet
proof! Chris added that he “left the hole in the
partition for its NYC ambiance”.
In a 1972 Checker advertisement, Checker dealt
with this very issue. The introduction paints a very
dire picture on the Taxi industry. The ad presents
“Things are tough all over. Remember when all you
had to worry about was impossible traffic,
unbelievable hours and unsympathetic lawmen?
Now it’s a matter of survival!”
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The copy then introduces Checker’s survival plan: The
lifeguard partition. The advertisement claims that “Checker
has designed and engineered the Life-Guard partition. Floor
to ceiling. Side to side, Bullet-resistant. Made of ‘space-age’
Lexan and aluminum armor, it’s the first truly fail-safe
partition ever made”.
According to John Logan former Checker plant General
Manager and archive Facebook member “I worked in the
trim shop at Checker when the first bullet proof partition was
built. We were ready to install it when Morris Markin asked,
if we had shot it? We sent it to a
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We sent it to a local sports shop to be tested & it failed. Back to
the drawing board. A week later we had one that passed the
bullet test. The rest is history.”

Advertisement

So is the partition really bullet proof? We have two perspectives,
the word of the CMC engineer John Logan and Checker
owner Chris Monier.
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A Rare Checker and Historical Forensics by Joe Fay
The 1950 Checker Model A4 originally served the
good citizens of New York City from 1950 thru 1955.
For years it toiled in the mean streets of NYC picking
up fares and performing the service it was designed
to do as a working taxicab. It may have rolled out of
Kalamazoo as a humble taxi, but taxicab work would
soon be put aside and this spunky little taxicab would
go to Hollywood to work with some of the greatest
actors in history.

I consider myself a very lucky guy, I own several rare
Checkers. Now it’s one thing to own a rare
Checker, it’s another thing to find out that your rare
Checker is also a movie star! After several years of
research, I have been able to piece together the movie
history of my 1950 Checker Model A4. Further
research links this car to some of the greatest
automotive designer that have put pen to a drawing
board

In 1956 title was transferred to Loews, Inc. of Culver
City California. If you don’t recognize the company,
it’s a division of MGM Pictures.
This A4 can be found in at least three3 MGM movies,
the first A Catered Affair (1956) starring Ernest
Borgnine and Bette Davis. In the movie, Borgnine’s
character was trying to buy the taxicab after saving
for 20 years while his wife played by Bette Davis was
trying to spend his money
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then transported to Hollywood.
The A4 can also be found in a second film, 1957
film Designing Women starring Oscar winner
Gregory Peck and Golden Globe winner Lauren
Becall. In one short scene this A4 serves as a
backdrop for a heated argument between the
characters played by Peck and Becall. It also
serves in the movie as a backdrop for character
actor Jesse White (former TV Maytag Repairman)
to make phone call.

Filming was shot on location in NYC with the two cabs, the
Checker and a 1951 DeSoto (it too survives), additional indoor
filming appears to have been shot in a garage in Hollywood.
One can assume that MGM purchased the two cabs in NYC
then transported to Hollywood.
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The Checker actually appears in scenes with three
Oscar winners and one Golden Globe winner and
Oscar nominee. The Checker’s movie car service
is not for some little independent film company: it
was MGM! The Checker model A4 movie car
credentials are impeccable.
The MGM prop department made significant
changes to the A4. The manual transmission was
replaced by a Hudson Jet Borg Warner automatic
transmission, its assumed that the automatic
would be better for driving around the movie
lot. Changes were also made in the driver
compartment. The elaborate Camber Ross &
Lever banjo steering wheel was replaced with a
bland black Jeep steering wheel. The Checker
bucket seat was removed and replaced with a very
simple chair. A wind up taxi meter was mounted in
the cab, but positioned in reverse so it can be seen
by a camera filling into the windows. It’s not set up
so passengers could actually see the meter and
fare.

The Checker ultimately was sold into a third party,
movie car company in California and in the early
1990’s famed Checker collector Ben Merkel
purchased after much haggelling. Haggling include
being chase by the movie car company owner with
an ax. Ben eventually purchased the Checker A4
via mail. After owning for about 15 years Ben then
sold the A4 to me in 2008. Its been a pleasure and
honor bringing the fine Checker back to the public
eye
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Checker Third Party Production and The End in 2010
that same level of disbelief comes across their
face when they hear the answer 2010. Many
are not aware that Checker was involved in
more than taxicab assembly, its just not a name
that people hear a lot about in the auto industry.

As most Checker owners can attest, when ask by
a car show spectator “what year is it” there is usually
disbelief that their Checker was not produced in the
50’s. Whether it’s a 1982 model or a 1965
model, the spectator always appears skeptical, the
same is true when that same spectator asks “when
did Checker go out of business”, that same level of

Checker always operated some form of third
party manufacturing and it kept the company
afloat until 2009. Checker first started making
vans via a third party agreement in the 30’s.
Checker Cab Manufacturing Company produced
the panel van bodies for Hudson. Initially the
bodies were produced by York-Hoover who built
the panel deliveries from 1935 through 1937.
Checker cab took over production from YorkHoover, all Hudson vans produced during the
period 1938 thru 1940 had bodies
manufactured by Checker.
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The van bodies produced by Checker would be
mated to various Ford, Studebaker and International
one ton cab chassis combinations. Van production
for REA most likely help Checker stay in business
while a new post war Checker had yet to be
designed until 1947.

As the World War II forced American auto industry to
support the war effort. Checker picked up a series
of contracts to produce trailers for the US Signal
Corps. Additionally Checker sealed a contract for
production of Jeep trailers; both cargo and the water
buffalo trailers.

After the war Checker sealed a contract to produce
van bodies for the Railway Express Agency. Much
Throughout the 50’s and 60’s Checker continued to
like UPS vans today, REA vans delivered parcels
across the 48 continental states proving door to door support third party manufacturing. During the
1970’s as sales of the
parcel delivery in vans produced by Checker.
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Checker A11 taxicab started to fall, David Markin
determined that the third party manufacturing business
could augment the Checker automobile manufacturing
and keep the company afloat. As Checker Cab sales
continued to slump in the down US economy of the
early 1980, David Markin had to make a decision,
continue car production or shift the business
completely to third party production expansion.
By 1982 Checker was into third party manufacturing in
a big way. For GM alone, Checker was manufacturing
the following for Chevrolet: Chevy step-side pickup
bed, Suburban tailgate, Blazer tailgate and Monte
Carlo fenders.

Meanwhile Markin was also faced with a major
decision, should the classic Checker Model A11
taxicab be replaced with a new model, or should more
capital be invested into further third party
manufacturing? By the 1980s, the US had gone
through two energy crises, one in 1973 and one in
1979. Clearly it was time for Checker to consider

Checker produced tailgates for the 1982 Chevy Blazer

developing a modern fuel-efficient taxi that would
allow Checker to produce cars into the next century.
Checker attempted to introduce a new cab in early
1981. CMC signed a contract with design firm
Autodynamics to develop the new Checker
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Regarding the decision to kill it, former CMC
head of engineering Sab Hori was quoted
in Automobile Quarterly as follows:’

“We were at a crossroads whether to continue
to offer the Taxi or discontinue and go into
contract work. To stay in the taxi market
required a large expenditure of money. At the
time, the whole automobile industry was in a
downturn. We didn’t feel it was worth the
expenditure of several million dollars. There
was still a lot of uncertainty. It would be a
tremendous gamble.”
The project was called Galva II, the design that would
incorporate the latest GM components developed
under the GM X-Car program with a new heavy duty
Checker hatchback body.
There was a lot of excitement, great press was
generated, but ultimately, the new Checker was never
put into production.

Over the next 25 years, Checker would fully
invest in third party contract manufacturing. If
you drive a General Motor or Chrysler product
produced after 1980, there is a very good chance
you’re driving a vehicle that has something made
from Checker! If your vehicle is a Saturn, it has a
Checker trunk lid. If it’s a Cadillac CTS, the
chassis was made by Checker.
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you’re driving a Chrysler minivan, its quite possible that you are seated under a roof made by Checker. In
2008, due to the late-2000s recession and high gasoline prices, sales at GM and other automakers plummeted. As a
major supplier to GM, Checker saw its sales drop significantly. The company had net sales of $61 million in 2008 and
projected 2009 sales of only $34.5 million, a decline of 43%. During the summer of 2008, Checker employed about 340
workers.
While the US economy was in full recession, Checker Motors CEO David Markin fell victim to the Ponzi scheme started
and run by Bernie Madoff. David Markin’s corporate name appears five times on the official US Department of Justice
victims list of Madoff victims. One address on the list was 2016 North Pitcher Street, Kalamazoo, the same address as
Checker Motors Corp.

Mini Van Roof, Cadillac CTS Frame and Saturn panels
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On January 16, 2009, the 87-year-old Kalamazoo company filed in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Escalating raw material prices and dwindling sales for their customers’ products were cited as the
main reasons for the filing, but another reason was labor costs. It was reported that a deal with unionized labor
could not be reached after a year of negotiations.
At the time of the bankruptcy, Checker’s customer base included General Motors, Chrysler LLC, Ford Motor
Company, Navistar International and GM Shanghai. GM and Chrysler followed Checker’s bankruptcy just
several months later.
On April 4, 2009, Checker notified its employees that CMC would close its business by the end of June. In
May, Checker was given permission to enter into agreements with General Motors Corp. that were intended to
help the bankrupt supplier stay afloat until it could negotiate the sale of itself to a new owner. Checker soon
announced that they found a potential buyer, the Narmco Group and on June 9, 2009, Judge Gregg approved
the sale of Checker Motors Corp. to the subsidiaries of two Canadian automotive suppliers, Narmco Group
LLC and Van-Rob Inc.
The Narmco Group, based in Windsor, Ontario, paid
$650,000 for Checker’s business of making stamped
metal and welded assemblies for GM trucks and other
vehicles. Van-Rob Inc., based in Aurora, Ontario, paid
$950,000 for some of Checker’s manufacturing
equipment.
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The $1.6 million sale meant the end of the road for
Checker. About 125 Checker workers in Kalamazoo
made parts until June 30, then the business was
transferred to Canada. In July 2009, General Motors
Corp paid $1.5 million to Walker Tool and Dies for
tools and dies that remained on site at Checker.
Walker Tool had liens on the tools, so payment was
required to move the tools to Canada. The tooling
was transferred to Canada to make the Buick
Lacrosse.
On January 14, 2010, the Checker Motor Company
ceased to exist with the sale of its Kalamazoo
headquarters. It was purchased for just under $3
million by a holding company, the Jones Group,
which will sell off the assets and clear the 72 acres.
Checker president David Markin was quoted in the
New York Times, “It’s finished. Our family is very
distressed about the closing of the company, but it
became inevitable”.

Checker Goes to War!
In 1920 Morris Markin loaned $15,000 to a fellow
named Abe Lomberg, who had a business
manufacturing auto bodies for Commonwealth
Motors, an assembler of purpose-built taxicabs.
Lomberg’s business and Commonwealth failed within
a year of each other. Rather than take a loss,
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Markin assumed control of both companies, merged
them into a single firm, and renamed it after the
company’s biggest client, Checker Taxi of Chicago.
How did Morris Markin happen to even have
$15,000 in 1920? Morris Markin was a RussianJewish tailor who emigrated to the United States in
1913 when he was in his late teens. He settled in
Chicago, found work in the city’s garment district,
and within a couple of years Markin had his own
business making ready-to-wear suits. When
America entered World War I in 1917, he switched
to making uniforms for the army. Morris Markin
made a lot of money with military contracts, enough
to build a Taxicab empire.

All the tools and dies of the new 1940 Checker Model A were scrapped for
the World War II effort by a very patriotic Morris Markin

To keep the company going with solid cash flow, Markin
would have to go back to his roots as a contactor to the
Twenty years later after Markin established Checker US Military.
Cab Manufacturing, in 1942 he would be faced
with the challenge of a US Government prohibition
Mr. Markin’s ability to serve the government was
on auto production.
outstanding. At the height of the war, Markin employed
over 800 professionals engaged in
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defense contracts. A patriot too, Morris Markin
melted down all of the tools and dies for the new
1940 Model A and donated the metal to US
government scrapping drives.
As many are aware and as we have shared in earlier
blogs, Checker tried to get a piece of the Jeep
manufacturing action during World War II. Checker
entered an agreement with American Bantam to
produce the Jeep as an subcontractor, the key terms
of the agreement were: if Bantam could not fulfill the
awarded government contracts to build the Jeep,
Checker would fulfill the remainder of any open
orders.
Unfortunately for American Bantam and Checker, the
bulk of contracts were awarded to Ford and Willys
not Bantam. Bantam did produce about 3600 Jeeps,
but the order was too small to require any comanufacturing with Checker.

Morris Markin sits in a Bantam Jeep assembled by Checker as
part of the American Bantam cooperative agreement

Checker was awarded several contracts during World
War II, all were for military trailers. This blog will
attempt to give a complete run down.
The loss of any Jeep work did provide another
opportunity for Checker Cab Manufacturing,
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CCM along with eleven other US companies would produced the World War II era Jeep trailers. The other
companies included: Willys-Overland Motors Co, ,Gemco Eng. & Mfg. Co. Inc., Pacific Car & Foundry
Co., Converto Manufacturing Co., Fruehauf Trailer Co., Springfield Wagon, Adam Black, Strick Co., Utility
Trailer, The Transportation Equipment Co. and Spen.
The T1 had many features: Outboard fenders, heavy duty shock absorbers as well as the same wheel rims as
Jeep. The open top, metal box body construction with raised ribbing on floor pan of trailer body was the
perfect mate for the Jeep. The military jeep box trailers were watertight, it could float with up to 500lbs of
gear.

T1 ¼ ton Jeep trailer

CC-1 Water Buffalo

K65 Signal Corp Trailer
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Along with the T1 trailer Checker also produced the famous Water Buffalo trailer. The U.S. military employs
CC-1 water trailers to distribute drinking water to field units.
Checker Cab Manufacturing produced 6,664 “Water Buffalo’s” from 1942 through 1944. The first production
model was the CC-1, followed by the CC-1A, CC-1B and finally the CC-1C. Checker went into production in a
big way, production order number: T-5255, was for a total of 3,000 units
During the very productive WWII period, Checker also was able to secure a contract to build the a trailer to
be used by the U.S. Army Signal Corps. Its used was primarily for use as field office for engineers running
communication lines to the war front.

The K-65 house trailer was a drawbar type trailer, with a tandem type axle mount in the center of the trailer, it
had 5 windows on each side including the one in the door. It’s net weight was 9.000 Lbs. and had electric
brakes
M9 45 ton
trailer

M-105 1 1/2
ton 2-Wheel
Cargo Trailer
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A big trailer, this rig was designed to transport tanks over the road to the combat zone while being pulled by
Diamond T M20 truck. Checker produced 344 of the 6,143 produced by five different manufacturers.
An interesting trailer, as it has an integrated dolly at the front so they are both a semitrailer or a trailer when
the dolly is taken as part of the unit.

After WW II Checker continued to secure US government contracts. As part of the military modernization
post World War II, a new one ton trailer was developed. The new trailer was the M-105 1 1/2 ton 2-Wheel
Cargo Trailer was developed in tandem with the M-series of cargo trucks that were fielded in the 1950s to
replace the World War II vintage vehicles.
The M105 trailers were equipped with 9:00×20 tires, matching the M211 2 1/2 ton truck and other cargo
trucks. The trailers were standardized with he M211 utilizing the the same tires, so the truck and trailer
combination would ride at the same height.
The ton and a half cargo rating of the M105 was for off-road performance. On highway, the M105 trailer
would carry up to 5,500 pounds. The construction of the M105 trailers allowed it to be completely
submerged when fording. It was equipped with air over hydraulic brakes and a mechanical hand brake.
In summary, we always think about Checker as solely a taxicab manufacturer. Realistically, Checker was a
diverse producer of transportation solutions. Automobiles, Transit Buses, Military Trailers and OEM SubAssemblies: a truly dynamic company.
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Checker Taxi Calamities

Cab driver and his four passengers miraculously escape
injury 12/12 when a 50 ft truck trailer collided with the cab
and toppled over on it. the driver of the truck Harold
Leonard 28 of Bristol, Va, who had just arrived from
Memphis, Tenn., was uninjured UPI 12/18/52

A Chicago Transit Authority Bus, after colliding with
this taxi cab on the south side here earlier today,
caromed off and crashed into (background left)
knocking the front porch down. Six were hurt in the
freak accident, but none fatally. Collision occurred
within a half block of a parked gasoline truck with an
8000 LBS load ACME
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ICTA Member Checkers!

Aaron Holdaway, Colorado above

Matt Thomas above
William Crawford, Washington right

Chris Richert, Florida below

ICTA Convention 2017
The Illinois Railway Museum is the largest railroad
museum in the United States and is located in Union,
Illinois, 55 miles (89 km) northwest of Chicago.

August 18, 19 and 20th

Since 1957 the museum’s mission is to demonstrate
the vital role railroads have played in the growth of the
Chicago area as well as the United States as a whole.
There are over 450 pieces of prototype equipment in its
collection as well as numerous displays. Visitors may
ride on some of the museum's electric, steam and
diesel powered train

Roscoe,
Illinois

More detail to follow on the website
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale April 30th 2017

1969 Medi-Car. This car was built 11-1969 runs
and drives. Gurney available as well. It is a Checker
so I'm listing it as mileage unknown. 350 turbo 400.
6500 obo. Please contact Fred if interested. I
couldn't get a good pic but frame and floor pans are
in great shape.
Contact Fred Miller on Facebook group

1968 Checker Station Wagon, 350 chevy engine,
automatic, runs good, no rust, interior very good, drives
well. we have listed this car for a business assoc.
please call Larry with any question at
207-590-6170
Arundel, Maine

1979 checker marathon. This 8 passenger. 6,000 pound
rolling PARTY MACHINE! Powered by a CHEVY 327 cid
Engine with Th400 Trans! Has been stored for many
years, was running when parked. The body needs some
Love and Inside but all there. Please call for details at 516642-1224

If someone is interested I'd let this go for
$4350.00 price will go up, the more I put into it.
new brakes,center link, tires, top half overhaul,
cam, lifters, carb,CB radio, HEI, fara gauges,LED
taillights, & dash..very solid except rust in the
front of the rockers. runs and drives like a dream.
your choice of new or old style bumpers. Contact
Andy Taylor in the Facebook Group
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Classic Project Car for Checker Enthusiast $2000 (Midland, TX)
This is an original Checker Marathon 1979 for sale, $2000
OBO. Car is not running, could be a project for a Checker
enthusiast. Everything original. Clean title on hand. The car is
located in Midland, Texas.
Text (432)853-0980

1982 Checker Marathon, 75k miles, jump seats, opera
windows, vinyl roof, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, runs great, interior/exterior in great
condition, original miles. This car has had only two
owners. No interior work done, never wrecked, body
sound, 2nd owner bought with 39,000 miles, primarily
used in TV (Walker Texas Ranger), and movies
(Serving Sarah) and some commercials.
(817) 917-2002
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Another Medi car! Fred Miller’s number two Medi Car!
this one has rust in rockers and trunk and floors. Runs
good was built 10 1969. Once again mileage unknown but
it runs and drives. 4500 obo. This car comes with
fiberglass outer front fenders. Please contact Fred a miller
this is his car via the Facebook page

1967 Checker Marathon A12 Civillian - Runs and drives $3500
Please feel free to call/text me for any other
information and/or photo requests. Andy
818.385.5796
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Feb 25th 2017

1976 Marathon Checker Cab - $7500 (St. Augustine.
Beach)
zEmail: pm8s-5980578417@sale.craigslist.org
1976 Marathon Checker Cab, 4 door sedan , runs good , rebuilt Chevy 350 engine
40 K on engine, 30 k on rebuilt auto transmission. A classic automobile fun to
drive," they don't make me like this anymore" definitely an eye catcher. It sleeps in
the garage at night ,once owned by the Vice President of marathon .
I need to downsize a bit is the reason I'm selling it,and would like to pass the fun on
to a good home.

“One of 13 such models made in 1982, the final year of production in Kalamazoo,
MIDark Green with full black vinyl roof and opera windowsBlack vinyl and velour
interiorOriginal GM 267 CID V-8 engineTurbo Hydramatic 400 three-speed
automatic transmission and 2.72 rear endDual Frostemp air-conditioningFloormounted auxiliary heater under driver’s seatNew in 2013, paint, vinyl roof, radiator,
electric radiator fan, exhaust, power front disc brakes, rocker and quarter panels,
hood, battery, radial tires and cruise controlNear rear brakes in 2016Pioneer
AM/FM stereo with CD playerDocumentation includes original Checker Motor
Corporation build sheet” Best OFFER

636-600-4600

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

End Photo
Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

KALAMAZOO, MICH. — The 1966 Checker Aerobus, both the 6 and 8 door models, has been introduced
without change from the previous models “Built from the ground up” as a heavy-duty, multi-passenger
limousine, the Aerobus, according to the manufacture, has found an increased acceptance among resorts,
air lines, hotels, motels, hospitals, business firms and services requiring inter-city and inter-plant
transportation.

